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Brand new, legitimate
edition of IObit Smart

Defrag 6 RC (v6.0.0.88)
With link provided we are

able to work direct with the
developer, the developer in
this case is a great!Q: How
to pass column values from

pandas series to query
string in flask? I have a
pandas series which is
having column values. I
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want to pass the column
values to the endpoint and
query the database using
flask. query_str = "''{}'' =
%%s".format("'{}'".join(val

s)) The issue is how do I
convert a pandas series
into a python list or even
better how to convert a
column to a string. The

code that I have tried is as
following. query_str =

"''{}'' = %%s".format("'{}'
".join(series.get_values(1)))

While this works fine for
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1st column, the code fails
when I try to run on other

columns. A: You don't need
to use a series here. It's

just a list of items. So you
can filter that list, convert

it to a string, and then pass
it into your query.

query_str = "''{}'' = %%s".
format("'{}'".join(filter(str,

columns)) When I think
back to my childhood in
the 1980s, one of the
things that's the most
difficult to recall is any
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physical activity.
Something close to the

experience of the Disney
heroines in Aladdin or

Hercules is missing from
my inner child. The past 20

years and much of my
adult life has been

completely different. I've
been active in many ways,
but especially in my early
20s when I started doing
crossfit and moved to the
mountains, I'm a lot more
active then I was as a kid.
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But when I think back, my
biggest problem was my
insatiable love for long,

slow, meandering walks on
the beach or the road.

Spacious, scenic walks -
even in winter in the rain -
have always, just always,
had a special place in my
heart. When I was a kid,
the beach was really a
place of like mind - no

computers, no music, no
phones, no social media
and a bit of sand in my
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shoes. At least, that's how I
imagined it. It was a

beautiful place to be, at
648931e174
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